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MCPHS University Optometry Program
at 10 Lincoln Square in Worcester will
be the site of the OAM Spring Meeting on
Sunday, April 6th, 2014.
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Having a meeting at a brand new, state of
the art facility is an exciting opportunity to
offer more technical workshop sessions in
lensometry, edging, keratometry and
biomicroscopy. We are extremely grateful
to MCPHS Optometry dean Dr. Shilpa
Register, faculty and staff members who
have been assisting us in the planning of a
professional meeting in an educational
venue. Assisting at the meeting day will be
students ambassadors from both MCPHS
University and the Ben Franklin Institute
of Technology.
Our keynote speaker, David Sullivan, PhD,
is one of the most respected specialists on
dry eyes in the world, and is the founder of
the Tear Film and Ocular Surface Society
(TFOS). OAM and TFOS are initiating the
“Think BLINK” campaign in conjunction
with Dr. Sullivan’s special appearance to
present important new information we can
use to help our patients who suffer from
dry eyes.
Other national speakers will include Mark
Mattison Shupnick of Jobson and Bill Underwood, program director of Hillsborough
Community College opticianry program in
FL. (some may remember Bill as an instructor at WITI. Jim Slightom will lead
the NCLE general sessions on the kera-

tometer and the biomicroscope, and John
Parrelli will be conducting workshops
designed to get hands on experience with
instrumentation and on how trial frames
and lenses are used by contact lens fitters.
Ann Marie Lahr will discuss the blue light
and John Jeffrey will instruct an ABO Mr.
Blue edging workshop. Blair Wong will
conclude the day as host to a very special
7th Hour Lecture.
Our corporate sponsors will be exhibiting
in the main ballroom where breakfast and
lunch will be served. Our event will be
catered by Chartwells which has an excellent reputation in the Worcester college
consortium.
MCPHS is located just 2 blocks from the
Route 9 west exit off I-290 in Worcester.
The entrance to 10 Lincoln Square is located on Major Taylor Boulevard, one
block south of Route 9, at the site of the
former Crowne Plaza Hotel. (see map on
back cover). Parking will be available at
the school’s faculty lots and at the nearby
municipal garage, all located on Major
Taylor Blvd. Additional free parking is
available at the Highland St municipal lot
and on street parking. For those wishing
to make hotel reservations, the Hilton
Garden Hotel and the Courtyard Marriot
are both an easy walk to MCPHS.
Watch the OAM website for more details
and register early, by mail or online.
We hope you will join OAM on April 6th!

Front entrance to the MCPHS University Optometry Program
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Dear Fellow Opticians,
Spring is springing! And we certainly deserve it after a
long, snowy winter.
The OAM Board of Directors has been busy readying
the next educational seminar on April 6th. We are very
excited about the venue, which is the Optometry School
at the Mass College of Pharmacy in Worcester. It is a
shiny, brand new, state-of-the-art facility where we
have access to all optical equipment and large meeting
rooms with every bell and whistle. Combined with excellent course choices and national speakers, this conference will not disappoint!
Several directors and students had the opportunity to
attend the 2014 OAA Leadership Conference in New
Orleans in January. This is a conference where the
leaders of many state associations converge to explore
leadership in opticianry and share ideas. It was a great
experience for all and helped our board to both give and
receive valuable information on the future of opticianry
leadership.
The membership drive is on! A strong state association means a strong profession! Without a strong
membership, hence a strong state association, the association is powerless to lead and protect the members
and the profession. How can you help? Please consider
renewing your membership as soon as possible. Your
membership dollars are paid back to you in your discount for the educational seminars. Your membership
=$100. Your seminar discount savings =$120. Attend
both seminars in the year, and your seminar discount
savings =$240!!!
How else?
Please consider speaking to your fellow opticians
about becoming a member. With all the changes in our
industry, we will need to remain strong and GROW.
•
•
•
•
•

Benefits of membership?
An association that regularly meets to access the
needs of the Massachusetts optician
A hired legislative watchdog to keep their eye on any
threats to licensure
Two excellent educational seminars to receive between 7-10 credits per event
Representation at national seminars such as OAA
Leadership and ABO/NCLE
A membership to the Opticians Association of
America

I look forward to seeing you at the April 6 th Spring
Conference!
If you have any questions or
concerns, please do not hesitate
to contact me.
Your president,
Dibby Bartlett
dibbybartlett@yahoo.com
617-688-0554

Dibby Bartlett

Calling All Filmmakers!!!
And opticians, and children of opticians
and well... anybody!
Enter the
“The Great American Opticians’ Video
Contest”
What Is an Optician?
Now is your chance to tell the American Public, by entering "The Great American Opticians' Video Contest"
The 2014 Opticians Association of America’s Video
Contest begins April 17, 2014 and ends June 30, 2014.
The Video Contest presents the perfect opportunity to
express your unique talents, and win big $$$$$.
The purpose/objective of the video contest is to convey
to the consumer “What is an Optician”.
Create a 30 to 60 second, creative message conveying
what an optician is and does. Use a camera... Or use
your iPhone!!!
The outcome is to have a video or numerous videos that
will promote opticianry to the general public. These videos will be available to state associations for national
marketing of opticianry.
There will be three winners:
First place- $3,500.00
Second place-$2,000.00
Third place - $1,000.00.
The contest ends June 30th
Winners will be announced at Vision Expo West, Las
Vegas.
Be sure to visit the OAA.org web site in April for all
details, rules and regulations.
Let your voice be heard loud and clear, explore your
talents; join us for this amazing adventure.
Contest is open to all students, state associations, film makers and any individual
residing in the US. Questions?
Call Dibby Bartlett 617 688 0554
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Fun Night at the Optical Heritage Museum
The Optical Heritage Museum, located at 12 Crane Street in Southbridge,
had its first major event for the OAM last November in conjunction with
our meeting at the Southbridge Hotel & Conference Center.

Andrew Critchfield, Donna Anderson & Christina
Pichler of Tura set up a display of fancy vintage
frames from the company archives like the one below

Over 100 guests came out to see the first set of displays at the museum.
The restaurant Nana B’s located on the first floor hosted a dinner catered
by Rom’s of Sturbridge, and provided a beautiful venue. Everyone who
attended had a great time and was impressed by all the exhibits.
A special display of vintage mid century eyewear was provided by two of
OAM’s sponsors. Christina Pichler of Tura Inc. brought a special collection of fancy Tura frames from the 1950’s with matching jewelry accessories from the company archives. Bill Marfuggi, grandson of Victory Optical’s founder also attended the opening and brought several frames from
his personal collection which are still on display at the museum.
In addition to mid century eyewear, the Opticians Association of American has loaned a pair of spectacles made by McAllister in the 1800’s and
other pieces from their large collection. A display of many unique items
loaned by David Fleishman of antiquespectacles.com includes frames
made by American Optical’s founder William Beecher in the early 1840’s.

Bill Marfuggi of Victory Optical in NJ came with
frames designed by his grandfather Vincent Salierno

Dick Whitney has been caretaker to the museum’s original collection
which has grown since American Optical closed and was gutted to make
way for the Southbridge Hotel. He and museum curator Donna Silverberg
were pleased to see so many people come out to see and support the museum. To see the museum, which is open by appointment, contact Dick at
dick.whitney@zeiss.com. Or look on Facebook: optical heritage museum

BFIT student tour guides Malaika Gray,
Justine Pearson & Bill Rheume
Ray Dennis with Herb & Debbie Fletcher

John Parrelli with Michael Ward of Atlanta

Dave Metzger and Mark Dolabany
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Tom Lavin and John Walsh

Diane Matuck, Dick Whitney &
Donna Silverberg

Optician sisters Judy Berglund and
Peg Taylor with husband Ken

Blair Wong with the OAM Board of Diirectors

The day ran smooth thanks to the help of BFIT opticianry students. Seen here with Dibby and Professor Wong

Great People make another
Great Meeting in Southbridge!

Thanks to Bob Woynton of Hilco for
teaching & for tool kit raffle prizes

It’s hard to believe we’ve held our Fall Meeting
four years in a row at the Southbridge Hotel &
Conference Center. And it just gets better every
year!

Mike Morrison and Randolph
president Peter Waszkiewicz

A special thanks to Blair Wong’s students from
Ben Franklin Institute for volunteering at the
meeting and helping out. They took care of the
raffle prizes generously donated by several of
our corporate sponsors and can use the money
raised at the school.
We had a great meeting, with another great
grand finale 7th Hour Lecture led by Blair
Wong and Dibby Bartlett. Thanks to everyone
who came and made the weekend a great success!

Mike Player & Marisol Sharpless
of Aspex Eyewear

Rod McLeod of McLeod Optical

ABB’s Jan Lavoie & Sue MacKinnon

Matt Yvon and Tracy Bennett of Perferx

Special thanks to Rich White
for the Zeiss iTerminal class

Nancy Kapuza with speaker
Bruce Mossman of Shamir

Michael Ciampoli of
Europa

Fran Lynch & Denise Brady of
Essilor Brands

Julie Zawolik of Studio Optyx

Tina Fowler & Gracanne Zenga of
AccuRx
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OAM Optician of the Year Award
The OAM Optician of the Year Award recognizes
a MA licensed optician for their dedication and
contribution toward advancing and bettering the
profession. The 2013 recipient is George Bourque
Jr. of Concord Optical.
George has been a licensed optician since 1999. He
earned his degree from the Worcester Technical
Institute and earned his Bachelor’s degree from the
University of MA. George Bourque manages Concord Optical since his father George Sr. passed
away in December of 2006. He currently resides in
West Boylston with his wife Lisa.
George spearheaded the Outreach Committee to
raise awareness of Opticianry as a career path directly to high school students throughout MA. He
has conducted more than 15 high school visits in
2013, and is now serving on high school advisory
health career panels, teaching classes on opticianry
and representing the profession at local and regional conferences for
high school guidance
counselors.
Currently George
works as an adjunct
professor at BFIT in
Boston as the Laboratory Director and has
served as a director
for OAM for the past
five years.
Congratulations
George!

Kathryn is ABO and NCLE certified, has a MA license
and is a 2011 graduate of the Benjamin Franklin Institute
of Technology opticianry program.
She has served as a student representative on the OAM
Board of Directors (BOD) and as an Associate Director.
She has also served on several national committees, including the Leadership Conference for the OAA, and several committees for the National Federation of Opticianry
Schools (NFOS).
Kathryn is a faculty member at BFIT and is Clinical Director to the Opticianry Program. She is an ABO accredited speaker, and in addition, holds a position at a high
end dispensary in Boston.
Her work as an OAM board member has been extraordinary and she was involved in the development and creation of so many of our major projects during the last three
years.
Kathryn is one of the hardest working members of our
association and BOD. She is highly organized, detail
oriented and technically skilled in taking our ideas and
creating them into visual presentations. Whenever there is
a task that we are not sure how to present, Kathryn is our
go to person. In fact, I can truthfully say, whenever there
is a task that we’re not sure how to DO, we call Kathryn.
I might suggest we think about getting dinner for a meeting.....as she will tell me its on its way.

George Bourque Jr.

I wonder if my report should be reformatted......she tells
me she has already done it.
Should I check in to our airline?......Done.
Do we need a cab?....... Waiting out front.
I wonder about copies I need....and she hands them to me.

OAM Presidents Award
Once a year, the President of the OAM has a really
wonderful opportunity to recognize a very hard
working individual. Someone once asked, “How
come these awards seem to go to people I don’t
even know... What have they done that is so
great?” Well, first, let me say that this award does
not go to the BEST OPTICIAN in the state - wow,
that would be tough... But it goes to an individual
who has made a significant contribution to the profession of opticianry. A person who has made a
difference in YOUR future. And that person is
Kathryn Plante.
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I need some research.... Oh,
you’ve already done it.
She is singularly the most
capable person I have ever
known.
Please join me in congratulating Kathryn Plante as
the recipient of the 2013
Presidents Award.
-Dibby Bartlett
Kathryn Plante

MA Educator Receives the Joseph Bruneni Memorial Education Award
Professor Blair Wong, Chair of the Eye
Health Technology department at BFIT
received the 2013 Joseph Bruneni Memorial Education Achievement Award at the
50th anniversary gala of The National
Academy of Opticianry (NAO).
The Joseph Bruneni Memorial Education
Achievement Award was established by
the NAO to recognize educators who
Professor Blair Wong is congratulated by John Parrelli, Michael Ward and his
have made noteworthy contributions to Optistudents at Ben Franklin Institute of Technology
cianry education. The winner must be currently licensed, registered, or certified as an optician
Technology, Blair serves as an assistant professor at the
(by ABO, NCLE, or state), or have been active in
New England College of Optometry and is the Execupromoting education for opticians. The number of
tive Director to the Opticians Association of Massachuhours the individual has spent teaching/training, the
setts.
number of publications, and meritorious contributions to the advancement of Opticianry education are
Blair was diagnosed with a rare progressive eye disease
also factored into the selection process.
called Retinitis Pigmentosa, rendering him legally blind
almost 15 years ago. Despite the many challenges of this
disease, he continues to be a devoted educator and advocate for the field of Opticianry. Blair teaches his students that losing one’s vision is not equated with not
having a vision. At BFIT, his teaching credo is “to teach
students to be successful in the world.”

Blair Wong doing one of the things he loves best: teaching

Blair is a Massachusetts licensed optician with over
twenty-five years of experience in the eye care profession. He is an ABO Master in Ophthalmic Optics,
a graduate of Boston College and the Optical Institute
at Newbury College. Currently, besides chairing the
Opticianry program at Benjamin Franklin Institute of

Save Our Children’s Sight Fund bill in MA
The bill S1672 pending in the Massachusetts legislature
is seeking to allow people to check off a donation box
when renewing their drivers license that would go toward the Save Our Children’s Vision Fund which will
provide coordinated eye health services to children, with
priority given to those under the age of nine. This was
modeled after successful passage of similar bills in the
states of Ohio and Georgia to raise money to provide
important eyecare to kids in school.

Recently, Blair was honored to be voted Teacher of the
Year by his students at the New England College of Optometry as well as being inducted into the Carroll Honor
Society by the Carroll Center for the Blind for distinguished service in the workplace as a blind person.
“To be recognized with this
award means a great deal,”
Blair says. “It was really special,” to be recognized at the
50th anniversary gala in Florida
among so many distinguished
professionals in the field.

Don’t miss these great speakers at our Spring Meeting!

Jim Slightom Bill Underwood David Sullivan Mark Shupnick
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New Faces on the OAM Board of Directors
When Lia
Iacono entered the
field of optics in 1997
to work at a
small opthalmology
practice in
Winthrop
MA, she
Lia Iacono
soon realized there were many opportunities.
Her appreciation for the craft grew
while apprenticing at LensCrafters
and at a private optician's shop.
She’s had the privilege of working
with many wonderful people in various optical settings over the years
and has been employed at Tufts
Medical Center for the last 8 years.
As an optician, Lia has found her
work to be both rewarding and challenging.
“Over the years OAM provided me
with critical resources and insight in
acquiring and maintaining my licensure, and I see how much OAM does
to protect the professionalism and
integrity of opticianry in Massachusetts” says Lia. “I am truly delighted
to have been accepted to the Board
of Directors for OAM and it is my
hope to add value to the board during
my tenure.” Lia lives in Sharon. MA.

Kevin Silva
ABOC,
NCLEC is a
MA licensed
optician with
9 years of
experience.
Kevin began
his journey
in optics
Kevin Silva
when he
took a part time job while in college. It
began his career when he decided to become an apprentice optician, and pursue
licensure.
Prior to becoming an optician, he graduated from Suffolk University with a BSBA
in Management and Marketing. He has
worked in both private and retail companies, holding positions in labs, sales, and
management.
Currently, Kevin is the Optical Department Manager at the South End Community Health Center in Boston, where he
developed and designed the department
from the ground up. What started as a
small dispensary hidden in the Health
Center that was servicing only their optometry patients, is now a street level, retail optical shop open to the public. Kevin
also works closely with the Benjamin
Franklin Institute of Technology, providing an internship site, teaching their opticianry students with hand on experience.
Kevin currently resides in Everett, MA.

Jim Magay

Jim Magay, a licensed
optician since 1969,
has been fitting glasses
for decades, continuing
the business started by
his grandfather in 1912
and passed down to his
father. (The Barron
partner died in 1935,
but the Magay family
kept the original name.)
Jim fondly recalls
working with Irving
Smith, Paul Alony,
Bob Evans, Tom
Lavin, and the rest of
the MARDO leadership
team back in the 60's to
establish a state society
that later became the
OAM.

New Corporate Sponsors
Monoqool is a Denmark-based eyewear brand
available from Studio Optyx. Since its first collection launched in 2010, it has won seven international design awards. The new IQ Series has a
new patented screwless hinge, and because of the
constant innovation coming out of the Monoqool
factory, there has been substantial growth in the
North American market. The IQ Series frames are
incredibly light, weighing only 18 grams. Other
Studio Optyx brands include Derapage, NW 77th,
and Mainhattan
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Best Image Optical, Inc. home of Dolabany
Eyewear, Plume Paris, and Mario Galbatti was
founded over 25 years ago by Mark Dolabany.
With experience as a licensed optician in Massachusetts, Mark Dolabany designs and produces
the company’s three exclusive eyewear collections: Dolabany Eyewear, Mario Galbatti and
Plume Paris, which are produced with premium
materials and exceptional workmanship
From the start, Best Image Optical’s core belief has been that eyewear should be fitted
and sold in a professional and personalized
environment by eye care providers.
Therefore, they do not sell to “bigbox” chain-stores, nor do they allow
their brands to be sold on the internet.
Best Image Optical is continuously
working to keep its brands exclusively
available through brick & mortar locations and are determined to protect and partner
with the independent eye care professional and
the consumer alike.
These values go hand-in-hand in designing high
-quality, fashionable eyewear. The brands are
produced with premium materials and exceptional workmanship. For example, their retro
models are made the old-fashioned way - using
high-quality acetate, real rivets, and multi-barrel
hinges.
Their unique designs are always at the forefront
of eyewear fashion, implementing new materials
and concepts, such as their latest collection
frames made with TR-90 material which is extremely lightweight, durable, and hypoallergenic. This material can be found through out
their collections, adding function to fashion.
Dolabany Eyewear, Mario Galbatti and Plume
Paris collections feature inspiring frame models
with impeccable details, in a range of vibrant
colors. Comfort and fit are an integral part of
every design.
If you share these
values, partner
with Best Image
Optical, an independent frame
company.

About Best Image Optical & Founder, Mark Dolabany
Influenced by members of his family who
were dedicated opticians themselves, Mark
Dolabany’s involvement in the optical trade
began at a very young age. In junior high
school he began taking summer jobs, working at an optical store handling and repairing eyeglasses. During a time when glasses
were handmade – the old-fashioned way –
repairing glasses was not as unusual as it is Mark Dolabany
today. However, his appreciation for the
design and production of this era resonated and remained
with him throughout his career. Mark Dolabany moved to the
United States after high school and worked as an apprentice
optician, learning the skillset, professionalism and
loyalty that are traditionally seen in the industry
throughout Massachusetts. Mark soon gained his
Massachusetts license; and after practicing as an optician for a several years, he got involved in wholesale
and distribution by establishing Best Image Optical,
Inc. He designed his own line of ophthalmic frames
to distribute throughout the New England area called
Dolabany Eyewear, which is the core line of the company. In
1999, the company moved to and still resides in Miami, FL
seeking wider distribution opportunities, which included
Central and South American countries.
Over the years, Mark Dolabany has seen the industry go
through many changes. From the take-over of large distribution companies in the retail sector to the proliferation of optical internet retailers, however, his beliefs and loyalty remain
true to the independent optician and eye care provider, and to
preserving the profession. Best Image Optical continues to
sell their brands only through brick & mortar locations, not
through “big-box” chain-stores or internet retailers. Furthermore, for the past 18 months, Mark has been frequently visiting New England, reconnecting with old friends and colleagues, as well as building upon new relationships with
those who share the same values. Through his membership
with the OAM, Mark upholds his commitment to maintaining
close ties to such an exceptional community of eye care
professionals.
In addition to his membership to the OAM, Mark has recently
developed a section of BestImageOptical.com dedicated to
providing Eye Care Providers with helpful videos illustrating
several marketing practices that have been proven to produce
real results for the small business at little cost to the business
owner. These tools allow for increased exposure of the local
eye care business on the web, thus increasing the amount of
potential customers they are able to reach. These efforts demonstrate an ongoing dedication by Mark Dolabany and Best
Image Optical to the success and growth of the independent
eye care business.
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Opticians Association of America Leadership Conference, - New Orleans
January 2014
Leadership in the Big Easy
On January 16-18, a contingent from the OAM, both directors
and students, attended the OAA Leadership Conference in New
Orleans. This conference brings together leaders of state associations from all over the United States. It allows for the leaders to
meet, share ideas
and look at the future of opticianry.
This year, due to a
generous grant
from the ABO/
NCLE and the
OAA, 26 students, Blair Wong gave a presentation at the conference about the
5 from Massachu- making of a documentary on the importance of eyeglasses
setts, attended a program specifically formulated for them called
Leadership Academy. This program, headed up by Blair Wong
and Dibby Bartlett, offered breakout sessions, such as Stepping
Into Leadership and Succeeding in Leadership. Students spent
the weekend together attending these classes and joining in exercises formulated to heighten leadership skills. This resulted in
the formation of a Student Chapter of the Opticians Association
of America. (see related article) This program is funded for at
least two more years.
George Bourque had the opportunity to share his success in outreaching to the community concerning opticianry as a career. This breakout session attracted much attention from other
state associations who will use this as a model in their state.
Blair Wong and Dibby Bartlett shared their ideas on the Smart
Choice campaign and offered materials to other state associations
to use. The Smart Choice campaign is an educational tool which
teaches the consumer what an optician is and does.
Directors
attended
many breakout sessions
on conflict
resolution,
social media,
outreach
Dibby Bartlett, Blair Wong and Kyle Beaudet had many great sessions
programs
with students and apprentices who attended with the help of grants
and more,
and had the opportunity to meet with the leaders of the OAA,
ABO/NCLE and other national organizations.
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New OAA Student Chapter
Massachusetts led the way at the
OAA Leadership meeting in terms of
ideas and motivation. During the last
break out session, students and apprentice attendees were asked how
can we move forward as opticians;
what was our vision? The group
unanimously decided to create a
group so all of the students and apprentices can stay connected.
The last night there, we had a dinner
with the President of OAA, Thomas
Barracato. This was our opportunity
to propose the chapter. Three in our
group stood up in front of the entire
conference and presented our idea
for a chapter to the President. He was
more than thrilled to see the passion
in our group. In this group of students and apprentices, most have
connected with their respected state
leaders to find seats on their boards.
Two apprentices do not have a state
society and are looking to create one.
So far, the students and apprentices
have created a Facebook page.(OAA
Apprentice Student Chapter) to bring
more students and apprentices together. We are looking for approval
from state societies to collaborate
with ideas that our state leaders have
already created, designed and used
for their respective states. The group
is looking towards the future. We
understand that at some point our
current leaders will not be there. We
are going to have to step up and fill
in their shoes; we are the future leaders.
The Opticians Association of America – Apprentice Student Chapter
(OAA-ASC) is in its infancy stage.
We are collaborating on ideas that
can help all of the state societies.
Massachusetts has knowledge, passion, and drive, which has created
many new ideas in the optical community. The four day event shed
light and gave us all a different per-

spective on how the past is shaping our future. We have
many different thoughts and ideas, starting from the creation of group, and all the way through changing our world.
Some are listed below:
1. Remove the question from America “What is an
optician?”
2. How to promote opticianry in individual states?
3. Evolve the idea of learning through educational
conferences.
4. Promote growth and utilize communication
through an OAA-ASC Facebook page.
5. Provide assistance to other students and apprentices as they are continuing their journey into opticianry.
6. Find partnerships to help fund missionary events
These are only some of the ideas that we, the Students and
Apprentices came up with in only 1 hour. We have been
granted approval of the use of OAA in terms of creating a
Facebook page. As you are reading/hearing this letter, students and apprentices are working on many of these ideas
around the clock. Emails have created a positive work
flow to allow for collaboration with respect of creativity.

Kyle Beaudet

The OAA Leadership conference is such a wonderful place to share with leaders of other state
associations things that have to do with the opticianry profession and industry trends as a whole.
Contacts made at the conference offer lasting resources to others throughout the US. The optical
professionals and students from the state of Massachusetts made a tremendous showing which I
hope inspires other states to increase their presence at next year’s meeting.
It was extremely positive to be in a room full of
people who share my passion. Over the weekend,
there were breakout sessions with up and coming
apprentices that I particularly enjoyed. It was
exciting to watch students and apprentices request and be granted permission from the OAA at
the end of the weekend to form their own student
apprentice chapter as a part of the OAA.
Because of the importance of professional licensing, I was pleased that the goal of a breakout session with NCLE members was to look for suggestions on how NCLE can help keep the optician’s
license current. The NCLE is looking to set up a
master certification program for those who want
to further their knowledge.
I would encourage everyone
to check out the national
video contest that will be announced at Vision Expo East.
The winning video will help to
tell the world what an optician is.

Cheryl Pearson

From left to right: Blair Wong, Denyse Blandina (from NH) Michael
Tanzi, Dibby Bartlett, Denise Brady and Kyle Beaudet

Out on Bourbon Street: Bill Rheume, George Bourque, Justine Pearson,
Cheryl Pearson, Kevin Silva, Michael Tanzi, Blair Wong, Kathryn Plante,
Lisa Bourque & Kyle Beaudet all represented MA at the OAA conference.

With many speakers and vendor supporters
of the OAA speaking on giving back, I especially liked the philanthropic take away- you
will never regret doing too much, whether it
is leaving a larger tip, listening, or volunteering your time when needed and can make
a difference in someone's life. With so many
great optical programs that give back, join
one and make a difference!
There was an amazing group of people at
the OAA Leadership Conference, including
those representing the great state of Massachusetts. The emphasis on students/
apprentices now will strengthen the future of
opticianry.
Denise Brady
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Think BLINK
Here’s an update on the OAM “Think
BLINK” campaign. As mentioned in the
last OAM newsletter, the Tear Film and
Ocular Surface Society (TFOS) began a
international campaign called “Blink
Around the World” to increase awareness
on the importance of blinking our eyes:
“Dry eye disease is a global problem and
treatment is an unmet need. Dry eye
causes both discomfort and vision problems, particularly with contact lens wearers, computer users and people as they
age. Women are the largest demographic
of dry eye sufferers.”
OAM has joined with TFOS to create our
own “Think BLINK” campaign which will
debut at our Spring Meeting on April 6th.
The meeting’s keynote speaker, David A.
Sullivan, Ph.D, is the founder and recent
President of TFOS, an Associate Professor
of Ophthalmology at Harvard Medical
School and a Senior Scientist at the
Schepens Eye Research Institute in Boston, MA. As one of the most respected
specialists on dry eyes in the world, you
won’t want to miss Dr. Sullivan’s presentation which has been approved for both
ABO and NCLE credits.
Our “Think BLINK” campaign is designed to promote patient/client discussion
regarding the importance of blinking to
help keep eyes lubricated. Studies prove
blink rates are significantly reduced while
using electronic devices. Contact lens
wearers also need to be especially aware
of comfort, health and blinking. Attendees
will be receiving a “Think BLINK” button
to wear to promote conversation and a brochure developed by TFOS to raise public
awareness.
“Think BLINK” is an extension of the
OAM “Smart Choice” campaign that distinguishes opticians who offer the value of
being a resource to patients that is not possible with online vendors.
See you in Worcester.

Dan Sullivan
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EyeRock Band Raising Funds for
New Eyes for the Needy

MA Optician Musicians playing in
the Eyerock Band at VEE in NYC

A night of rock and roll, optical style, will
be back again at Vision Expo East to raise
funds for New Eyes for the Needy.

We proud to announce that three MA licensed opticians will
share their musical talents on the world stage this March
when they play
in the EyeRock
Band at Vision
Expo East.
It was John Re
of Haverill who
started it all
when he first
saw the VEE
band play at BB
Kings in NYC in
2010. Produced
by Steve SantiJohn Re is equally talented with
nelli, the band is
the bass guitar and the edger!
made up of musicians from all across the optical industry, from all over the
US, and raises money for a good cause.

New Eyes for the Needy is a private nonprofit organization that purchases new prescription eyeglasses for the poor living in
the US. Since 1932, New Eyes for the
Needy has improved vision for disadvantage children and adults. They also collect
and distribute used glasses throughout the
developing world.
Steve Santinelli is the producer of the Eye
Rock, a band that has grown from a handful of musicians within the optical business
when it started in 1999 to over 35 singers
and musicians. This year, three of Massachusetts’ finest optician musicians will be
playing in the band.

John wanted in, and was accepted to play the next year at
VEE. He recommended Dana
Cohen of Medford to beef up
the brass section on trombone,
and John and Dana have now
played two shows together, at
Vision Expo East and West.
You can see videos of past performances and get updates on
www.eyerockband.com.

EyeRock will be held on Saturday, March
29th at New York City’s Time Square
Hard Rock Café from 9 pm to 1 am.
For more information, check out
www.eyerockband.com to see photos and
videos of past shows at Vision Expo east
and west.
Stop in if you are in the neighborhood!
Dana Cohen will bring
power to the brass section!

Bob Goldman of Harvard Vanguard had been playing his
drums for years, most recently

for the 7Cs Band, and decided to get in on the action
too. No stranger to the
NYC music scene, Bob is
looking forward to his first
gig with the Eye Rock
Band.
This year’s show is being
held on Saturday, March
29th at the Hard Rock Café
in Times Square. Sponsorships and admission will
benefit the New Eyes for
the Needy program.

Bob Goldman will be in Eyerock
for the first time this year

We wish these guys all the best!
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New Eyeglass Documentary Underway

Google Glass to be covered on VSP plans

Dr. David Fleishman would like
to share the news about an exciting project. He recently became
involved in helping create the first
-ever feature documentary film on
the history of eyeglasses that will
be accepted as a PBS Science
Special.

Google and VSP, which insures one-fifth of
Americans, have struck a deal to offer to
subsidize frames and prescription lenses for
Google Glass, the Internet-connected eyewear. The announcement could put futuristic wearable devices into the mainstream by
making them more affordable and partially
covered by insurance as a vision aid.

The current science of correcting
refractive errors of the eye along
with the history of eyeglasses will
be included in the story’s threads.
It will explore the future intersect David Fleishman, an authority on antique spectacles, is
of digital technology and adputting together an advisory
vanced vision science, and also
board for a new documentary
has a humanitarian backdrop,
highlighting efforts to bring sight to those around the planet
who do not have access to or can afford eye care.

Google plans to begin selling Glass to the
public this year. Resistance to Glass has
grown from privacy fears that the devices
could be used to secretly record conversations or take photos

The subject of eyeglasses and corrected vision has never
been presented to the general public in this manner. Yet eyeglasses are one of the greatest inventions of all time. Eyeglasses are simply taken for granted even though most people will need glasses at some time during their lifetime. A
great film answers the viewer’s question, “Why should I
watch?” Because so many people have or need corrected
vision, the relevance of this story is already built in!
The producers of this film are Emmy Award winners of 400
Years of the Telescope, a film that was extremely successful.
A documentary about eyeglasses has even greater potential
because it is so relevant to everyone's lives as well as the
future of mankind. The producers will be working with
Southern Oregon Public Television that helped the producers
make 400 Years of the Telescope the first PBS Science Special to receive five primetime broadcasts over the PBS network! In addition to domestic broadcast and distribution of
the film over multiple digital platforms, an aggressive international distribution is planned. All of this will ensure the
film has broad impact in informing and educating the world.
Dr. Fleishman will chair the
film’s Advisory Board that is
made up of more than a dozen
prominent individuals who represent the broad vision care and
eyeglasses industry,
Follow the progress on Facebook: EYE DOCumentary.
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Google’s has designed frames for Glass in
four styles, which because of the color,
frame and shade choices will offer 40 style
variations. The frames are made of lightweight titanium, partly because Glass’s
processor and battery add weight. Google
also plans to offer two new styles of clip-on
sunglasses for $150 each.
The Glass computing device currently costs
$1,500, but will retail for several hundred
dollars less than that later this year when
Google introduces the consumer version.
The titanium frames are $225. VSP will
reimburse members based on their prescription plan, with an average reimbursement
of $120, plus the cost of buying prescription lenses, but it will not subsidize the
computer portion of Glass.

Lightweight titanium frame for Google Glass

VSP and Google created a training program
for optometrists to learn how to mount the
Glass device on frames and fit Glass on
people’s faces. It is important that the nose
pads are adjusted so the screen is not in
people’s direct field of vision A VSP lab in
Sacramento will cut the lenses for Glass
frames.

OAM / MARDO Celebrates 75 Years!
Who was MA Optician
License #1?
MA Dispensing Optician License
#1 belonged to Arthur Kelley of
Lynn, MA. He was the first president of MARDO. Thanks to Paul
Alony for providing this 1975
photo of Arthur.

Massachusetts Opticianry in 1941
MARDO’s first efforts to obtain licensure in 1941 were unsuccessful.
Read below—from the Optical Journal & Review of Optometry .

It was back in 1939 that a group of opticians in
MA decided to form an association known as
MARDO (MA Association of Retail Dispensing Opticians)
One of the first challenges the group took on in the
early years was petitioning the MA legislature to
establish licensure of opticians. As you can see
from the excerpts from the Optical Journal & Review of Optometry news in 1941, MARDO, like
many in other state organizations, was not successful in their quest. In 1955, an simple announcement appeared that licensing legislation
passed in MA.
2014 marks the 75th anniversary of MARDO/
OAM. The first MA license, and first president of
the organization was Arthur Kelley, who is pictured in a 1975 photo. Currently less than half the
states in the US are licensed.

Finally, in 1955, MARDO succeeded:

Do you know anyone who has old photos or newsletters about past MARDO events and members?
The OAM Historical Committed has begun the job
of creating a list with photos of past presidents and
officers. Please contact OAM headquarters if you
can help us!
If you see
Deb Kotob of
Vision Ease,
be sure to
congratulate
her for
becoming
ABOM
certified! Great
job Deb!

Watch for plans to celebrate
our 75th anniversary
as a state association
on Saturday
November 8th
At the Southbridge
Hotel & Conference
Center!
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Please support our Sponsors:
ABACUS FINANCIAL PLANNING
ABB CONCISE
ACCU RX
ALCON VISION CARE
ASPEX EYEWEAR
BAUSCH & LOMB
BEST IMAGE OPTICAL
BOSTON EYE DESIGN
CARL ZEISS VISION – NORTHEAST
CLEARVISION
COLORS IN OPTICS
COOPERVISION
CHROMAGEN VISION
ENCORE OPTICS
ESSILOR INSTRUMENTS
ESSILOR OF AMERICA – CROWN
EUROPA INTERNATIONAL
EYEVERTISE
FGX INERNATIONAL
FYSH & KLIIK
HILCO
HOYA VISION CARE
KENMARK
LEGACIE
LUXOTTICA
MCGEE GROUP
MCLEOD OPTICAL
MARCHON EYEWEAR
MATCH EYEWEAR
MENICON
OPHTHALMIC INSTRUMENTS
PERFERX OPTICAL
PRECISION OPTICAL
PRODESIGN
RANDOLPH
REM EYEWEAR
SAFILO, USA
SHAMIR INSIGHT INC.
SHO EYEWORKS
STUDIO OPTYX
TRANSITIONS
TURA
US OPTICAL
VARILUX
VICTORY/EAGLE EYEWEAR
VISION-EASE LENS
VIVA INTERNATIONAL
YOUNGER OPTICS

OAM Spring Meeting
Sunday April 6, 2014
At MCPHS University
10 Lincoln Sq.
Worcester, MA
See meeting details inside
*GPS Users—please type in the
MCPHS address as
10 Lincoln Square
(our meeting is not at
19 Foster Street)

